The following is a minimum number of inspection that may be required depending on your project. Allow at least 24 hour notice for all inspections.

- Site inspection before any work is started
- Foundation staked w/ 10’ offsets. All silt fence installed
- Excavation inspection before “forms” are installed
- Footing formed with rebar “HUNG” in place before pour
- Lolly column footings Formed at same time as house footings
- Any under concrete floor plumbing before covering pipe
- New survey of foundation exact location on property
- Poured foundation forms with rebar in place (as per plans)
- Concrete floor inspection with wire and ploy in place
- Foundation before any backfill for waterproofing and footing drains
- Framing inspection with all straps & anchors in place
- Deck ledger board inspection
- Nailing inspection of walls & roof sheathing before any covering
- Ice Barrier 6 ft. up from the lowest edges of all roof surfaces and 3 ft. up valleys
- Rough plumbing & framing and “Fire Stop” inspection
- Insulation inspection
- Sheetrock nailing before spackle
- Final walk thru and site inspection

Provide safe access for ALL Footings, Foundation and Framing Inspections

Remember, My inspections are based on YOUR PLANS & NYS Code

If it is on the plans that is what I need to see at the site, Any field changes need prior approval or may result delays of inspections